The functional significance of most alternative splicing (AS) events, especially frame-shifting ones, has been controversial. Using human-mouse comparison, we demonstrate that frame-preserving AS events adapt and get fixed more rapidly than frame-shifting AS events; selection for smaller exon size is stronger in frame-preserving exons than in frame-shifting ones. These results suggest AS events introducing mild changes are generally favored during evolution and explain the excess of shorter, frame-preserving cassette exons in present mammalian genomes.
Introduction
Alternative splicing (AS), the process of removing introns and joining exons in different combinations, is critical for the expansion of proteomic diversity and the regulation of gene expression [1] . In humans and rodents, a majority of genes (>60%) express multiple isoforms [2] [3] [4] . Significant progress has recently been made in understanding AS evolution. It has been proposed that AS accelerates exon creation and loss by relaxing the negative selection pressure against the new minor isoforms, while maintaining the original major isoforms [5] [6] [7] . In support of this idea, alternative exons in humans and rodents frequently arose after the divergence of these species. Exonization of Alu elements is one evolutionary mechanism and contributes to more than 5% of human AS exons [8] [9] [10] .
Several reports demonstrated that AS events of functional importance, such as ancestral AS events (e.g. cassette exons with conserved AS pattern across different mammals) and tissue-specific AS events, are associated with a significant increase of frame-preserving preference (FPP) [11] [12] [13] [14] and sequence conservation level [15, 16] . By contrast, only 40-45% of overall AS events, as shown in cassette exons, preserve the reading frame, whereas the majority introduce premature termination codons (PTCs) and potentially induce nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD). Owing to the fact that ancestral and tissue-specific AS events represent a biased and limited subset of the whole population of AS events, it remains controversial in the field whether the widespread frame-shifting AS events are coupled with NMD as a gene expression regulatory mechanism [17] or represent byproducts generated by limited splicing fidelity as evolutionary precursors [18] .
In this study we sought to address this question in a more general context and evaluate the evolutionary trends of AS from a novel perspective by identifying differential selection pressure for these two categories of AS events.
Many AS events are probably nonessential Because isoform abundance of an AS event is positively correlated with its evolutionary age and fitness [5, 7] , we examined the distribution of cassette-type AS events extracted from ASD [19] in terms of skipping-to-inclusion ratios (Methods in the supplementary material online). The distribution overall is unimodal with a ratio of one at the mode (Figure 1a ,c; last row of the heat maps), which is perhaps not surprising. However, it should be noted that transcript counts are discrete in nature. Thus, the distribution is largely truncated, as most AS events have relatively low EST coverage, whereas the minimal transcript count is one. To reduce this effect, we analyzed cassette exons with more supporting transcripts. Intriguing patterns of distribution arose as we increased the filtering thresholds from 10 to 200 transcripts for human, and to 80 for mouse. More specifically, when 10 or more supporting transcripts were required, human and mouse showed a very similar bimodal distribution of the ratios, with two modes at 0.08 and 15 (À1.1 and 1.2 in the log10 scale), respectively (Figure 1a ,c; second row from the bottom in each heat map); 60% of these AS events had a ratio of minor to major isoform (RMM) smaller than 0.1. Consistent observations were reported in a recent study focused on genes expressed in stem cells [20] . These findings suggest that, as the sensitivity of detecting AS events increases by sampling the transcriptome more deeply, it becomes easier to find rare splicing isoforms that probably represent recent evolutionary precursors generated as a result of limited splicing fidelity. To support this idea further, we examined FPP as a function of RMM. The FPP of AS events with RMM < 0.1 had a very similar value ($40%) to that of constitutive exons. Removing these AS events significantly increased the FPP value to the level of known functional AS events ($60%), that is, ancestral or tissue-specific AS events (Figure 1b,d ; Figure S1 and Table  S1 in the supplementary material online). We note that these observations are unlikely to represent an artifact due to degradation of PTC-containing transcripts, because we observed a very similar bimodal distribution of skipping-to-inclusion ratios for frame-preserving cassette exons alone ( Figure S2 in the supplementary material online).
Human-mouse comparison suggests a more rapid fixation of shorter, frame-preserving exons We reasoned that if certain AS events are nonessential but represent evolutionary precursors, a large fraction of them should be eliminated by negative (purifying) selection pressure during evolution. Frame-shifting and frame-preserving AS events as evolutionary precursors might be under differential selective pressure and thus have different outcomes, because they have distinct effects on protein products. Conversely, differential selective pressure discernible in current species might further support the common incidence of evolutionary precursors. In contrast to the increased evolutionary rate of overall AS events, functional AS events are under much greater purifying selection pressure in both exonic regions and intronic flanks, and evolve more slowly than constitutive exons [13, 15, 16, 21] . It is likely that the excess of frame-preserving exons in functional AS events is largely due to differential selective pressure.
To test this hypothesis, we divided cassette exons into frame-preserving and frame-shifting ones, and analyzed separately the mutation rate of exonic regions and immediate intronic flanks for each group. Rarely included cassette exons are more likely to have been recently exonized, and are difficult to match between human and mouse [5] . In other words, those that are conserved between human and mouse might represent a very biased sample. Therefore, we further limited our analysis to frequently included cassette exons (skipping/inclusion 1), for which the skippedexon isoforms probably evolved later. Figure 2a -d shows the results for human cassette exons matched with orthologous mouse exons. Besides the general trend of a decrease of mutation rate (which suggests an increase of purifying selection pressure) as the RMM increases, frame-preserving and frame-shifting exons indeed show very different mutation patterns. The extent of conservation increases rapidly for frame-preserving exons as the RMM value increases, whereas the rate of increase is much smaller for frame-shifting exons. More specifically, with the constraint of RMM ! 0.6, the synonymous mutation rate, K s , of frame-preserving exons is 0.32, significantly lower than that of frame-shifting exons, which has a value of 0.54 ( p < 10 À10 , Fisher's exact test). The 
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, Fisher's exact test), is observed for AS events with small RMMs (<0.1). Consistent patterns were observed in flanking intronic regions (Figure 2c,d) . Also, similar results were obtained for mouse cassette exons matched with orthologous human exons (Figure 2e-h) .
Although alternative interpretations might exist, the following scenario can give a parsimonious explanation of the differential mutation pattern. Cassette exons with recently evolved skipping events are essentially similar to constitutive exons. For these AS events, purifying selection pressure tends to eliminate the skipping isoform; because the frame-preserving events affect only local protein sequences, they have a smaller negative selection pressure and a higher tolerance for mutations than frameshifting AS events. By contrast, for older AS events, negative selection tends to prevent the disruption of either isoform. Frame-preserving events are more enriched in AS events of functional importance and, therefore, have a stronger purifying selection pressure at a level similar to that observed for ancestral cassette exons. The rapid increase of purifying selection pressure for frame-preserving cassette exons suggests that they have a more rapid fixation rate and confer an advantage to the organism, compared to frame-shifting ones. This explains the excess of frame-preserving AS events. Simply put, we propose that AS events that introduce mild changes are generally favored during evolution.
Interestingly, the differential selective pressure also contributes to shaping exon length ( Table 1 ). The median length of frame-preserving cassette exons is significantly shorter than that of frame-shifting ones (108 versus 116, p = 10 À9 for human; 99 versus 112, p = 8 Â 10 À15 for mouse, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Similarly, we observed a difference for ancestral cassette exons, which are even shorter (87 versus 103, p = 2 Â 10
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, Wilcoxon rank sum test), but not for constitutive exons. This is entirely consistent with our model. For frame-preserving AS events, inclusion or skipping of short exons as evolutionary precursors introduces even smaller perturbations, whereas for frame-shifting events, exon length plays a more moderate role because most or all of the protein would be affected owing to codon changes or to NMD. A long-standing observation from earlier AS studies is that AS exons are generally shorter than constitutive exons [22] , although this was interpreted as a result of suboptimal exon definition by the spliceosome [23] . However, the difference of exon size between frame-preserving and frame-shifting cassette exons cannot be explained by suboptimal exon definition ( Figure S3 in the supplementary material online) .
Concluding remarks
Consistent with the accelerated gene evolution associated with AS, the present study suggests the common occurrence of evolutionary precursors that might be nonessential and negatively selected. We identified differential selective pressures between frame-shifting and frame-preserving AS events, which suggest that AS events introducing mild changes are generally favored. This extrinsic selective force gives a plausible explanation for the excess of shorter, frame-preserving cassette exons in present mammalian genomes, among other possible mechanisms. Our observations are consistent with the work of Wen et al., who suggested that AS events that introduce a short variable region might have a larger functional impact than expected [24] . Finally, our results support the notion that NMD is generally more a mechanism for quality control [17, 25] rather than one for the regulation of gene expression [18] . 
